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FOREWORD

Cemeteries in Latvia and Belarus as the Object of Area Studies in the Context of Cross-Border Culture Communication

The study of cemeteries located in the border zone between Latvia and Belarus has been produced in the framework of European neighbour relations and partnership instrument 2007 – 2013 cross-border cooperation program Latvia – Lithuania – Belarus project “Popularization of Oral History Centres in the cross-border territory of LV – BY”, ID LLB-2-143. Cemetery comprises a sensitive and delicate topic both for an individual and the society at large. Not only does it preserve unique informative and historico-cultural segments but also foregrounds the collective traumatic experience or personal memories.

Cemetery culture as an object of study proved to be a new challenge for the project team of scholars, thus it was necessary to define the concept of border zone cemetery culture, consider its uniqueness and, on the basis of the prior studies of necropolises used in culture studies and social anthropology, crystallize the methodology for the particular study and produce fieldworks in the territory of urban and rural cemeteries in the border area between Latvia and Belarus. The comparative approach was approbated in the given research in the context of area studies gaining new knowledge on the phenomenon of cemetery culture as a representative of intercultural communication.

The introduction of the research paper collection offered to readers sets out the methodological positions of the project and maps the polemic character of the collected material. The theoretically empirical part of the collection characterizes the religious creed, ethnic, historical, social, etc. segments of cemetery studies in urban and rural cemeteries in the border zone between Latvia and Belarus.

The research “Cemeteries in Cross-border Regions” has been produced and the research paper collection “Comparative Studies. Vol. VI (2)” is published by the financial support of the European Union.

Maija Burima, project manager